We outline the proofs below. We need to spell out some definitions.
Let p be defined on a family ff of sets with values in a Banach space E;
we always assume that 0 £ ff and p{0) = 0. Proof of Theorem 1. Let p , p~ be defined on ff by p+{A')= Sup\p{A)4A ÇA', A eff| and p~{A') = -inf\p{A)4A ÇA', A effi for any A' e ff.
Then p and p~ ate finite and nonnegative because p is assumed to be locally bounded. The proof is organized in the form of Steps I-V below.
We note that p~ = {-p) . Consequently, the assertions on p~ in the following steps follow from the corresponding facts for p .
Step I. p = p -p~. Hence the result follows from (1.3) and (1.4).
Step II. p , p~ ate finitely additive.
Proof. Let e > 0 be chosen. Given any two disjoint sets A ., A ? in ff, by a suitable choice of A 1V A21 £ ff such that A u CAV A 2 j C A 2, we have p+iAA + p+{A2) </x(An) + p{A2l) + c = p{A , j U A 2 j) + e < p+{A , U A 2) + e.
On the other hand there exists A C A j U A2 such that p+{A j u A 2) < //(Ä) + f = /i(Â n A j) + ii(Â n A 2) + f </,+(A,) + /x+(A2) + t.
It follows that p+{A j U A 2) = p+{A A + p (A 2). This implies that any set A disjoint with A, and lying in Aj -A2 cannot have a measure larger than t/3. Otherwise A u A ^ will have a measure larger than the supremum on the left-hand side of (1), which is impossible.
Let A , C A j, A4 e ff, be so chosen that
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(IIL 2) = p{A4 n (A2 u A J) + ipiA A -p{A4 n (A2 u A3))) + e/3.
By tightness we can choose A eff contained in A4 -(A4 n (A2 U A J) so that /¿(A) differs from p{A 4) -/t(A4n (A 2 uAJ) by less than e/3. By our remark above, p{A) < e/3. It follows that the difference pi A 4) -/r(A4 n (A 2 UA,)) is itself less than 2t/3. Consequently from (III.2), p+{AA<piA4 n{A2 u A3)) + f < p+{A 2 U A 3) + e = ¿z+(A 2) + p+{A 3) + c;
The reverse inequality is obvious because p is monotone and finitely additive. Tightness of p (and therefore of p~~) follows.
Step IV. p is modular; i.e. for every pair A ,, A, eff /x(A j u A 2) + p{A j n A 2) -p{A A + p{A 2).
Proof. Since p = p -p~, it suffices to check that p (and therefore p~) is modular. In turn (see [l] ) it suffices to show that for A,, A2 eff, A j 2 A2, p (A j) -/a (A2) depends only on the difference A l -A 2. This is immediate because, as a result of tightness and monotonicity of p , p+{A j) -p+{A2) = Sup \p+{A)/A ÇAX-A2, A eff|.
Step V. p , p~ ate continuous at 0.
Proof. Let \A \ be a decreasing sequence in ff such that \\ ^A = 0. Let t > 0 be chosen. A sequence ¡B \ C ff, B C A , V?2 can be chosen
This means that any set contained in A and disjoint with B cannot have a measure larger than e/2" . We have shown that p and p~ satisfy the conditions for a premeasure set out in [2] . Further, they can be extended as measures on the ff-field generated by ff in case p is bounded instead of being locally bounded. The corresponding conclusion for p follows.
We can derive Theorem 2 fromTheorem 1 using direct arguments. But we shall make use of a known extension theorem [3] and argue as follows.
For each x in E , the scalar function x p is bounded, finitely additive, continuous at 0, and tight, and, therefore, can be extended as a scalar For each x in E we have x* (Z W .) -piB )]\ ^{\JA > \ ,
